Exploiting yeast genetics to inform therapeutic strategies for Huntington's disease.
Huntington's disease (HD) is a devastating neurodegenerative disorder that is inherited in an autosomal dominant fashion and is caused by a polyglutamine expansion in the protein huntingtin (htt). In recent years, modeling of various aspects of HD in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae has provided insight into the conserved mechanisms of mutant htt toxicity in eukaryotic cells. The high degree of conservation of cellular and molecular processes between yeast and mammalian cells have made it a valuable system for studying basic mechanisms underlying human disease. Yeast models of HD recapitulate conserved disease-relevant phenotypes and can be used for drug discovery efforts as well as to gain mechanistic and genetic insights into candidate drugs. Here we provide a detailed overview of yeast models of mutant htt misfolding and toxicity and the molecular and phenotypic characterization of these models. We also review how these models identified novel therapeutic targets and compounds for HD and discuss the benefits and limitations of this model genetic system. Finally, we discuss how yeast may be used to provide further insight into the molecular and cellular mechanisms underlying HD and treatment strategies for this devastating disorder.